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P R E F A C E  
This report  constitutes the second of two volumes which summarize 
the work accomplished under Contract NAS1-9890. It contains the analysis 
of three fluid dynamic problems important in space shuttle design: dome 
impact;  sloshing in tanks for  which the thrust  vector i s  not aligned with 
the tank axis;  and hydraulic jumps in long, shallow tanks. The f i r s t  pa r t  
of the work, which deals with design, experiment, and analysis of a space 
shuttle vehicle model, i s  summarized in Final  Report P a r t  I "Dynamic 
Interaction Between Structure and Liquid Propellants in a Space Shuttle 
Vehicle Model. " 
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PROPELLANT DYNAMIC PROBLEMS IN 
SPACE SHUTTLE VEHICLES 
By William J. Astleford, Wen-Hwa Chu, 
Franklin T. Dodge 
INTRODUCTION 
Seventy to eighty percent of the lift-off m a s s  of proposed space shuttle 
vehicles consists of cryogenic liquids, and the orbi ter  vehicle alone will c a r r y  
a l a r g e r  amount of liquid into orbi t  than has any previous vehicle. The dynamic 
loads created by these large m a s s e s  of liquids and the interaction of the liquid 
with the shuttle s t ructure both need to be understood and accounted for  in the 
design, a task which i s  greatly complicated by the nonsymmetric configuration 
of the shuttle, the requirement of airplane-like maneuverability, the necessity 
of performing safe "aborts" in the event an emergency a r i s e s  during flight, 
and the stringent requirements imposed on s t ruc tures  and mater ia l s  by a 
planned 100 re-use  cycle. 
A recent paper:: described a number of propellant dynamic problems of 
shuttle vehicles for which more  knowledge i s  required. In brief, these problems 
were a s  follows. 
Slosh during as  cent. - -The problems of propellant slosh during thrusting 
a r e :  the coupling of s losh to motions of the vehicle, and vice versa,  induced by 
the nonaxisymmetric (side -by-side) configuration; slosh in nonaxisymmetric 
tanks; and sloshing in tanks when the thrust  axis i s  not aligned with the tank axis.  
Liquid motions a t  separation. - -Large  t ransverse  impulses can cause 
gross  liquid motions and large disturbing forces  and torques a t  a particularly 
cr i t ical  t ime. 
. - -Low-gravity sloshing i n  
the orbi ter  can occur,  especially if the payload i s  a liquid. Docking of an  
orbi ter  containing a large m a s s  of liquid might result  in impact loads la rge  
enough to "de - la tcht t  (i. e .  , abort  the docking). 
m 
'l:Abrarnson, H,  N . ,  Dodge, F, T,, and Kana,, D, D . ,  "Propellant Dynarnic 
Problems in  Space Shuttle Vehicles, " Space Transportation System Technology 
Symposium, Vol .  I1 - Dynamics and Aeroelasticity, pp. 59-77 .  NASA T M  
X-52876 ,  Vol,  II. 

DOME IIvlPACT AND R E L A T E D  PROBLEMS 
Mathematical Development 
The condition known a s  propellant r eve r sa l  or  "dome impact ' '  resul ts  
f rom gross  reorientation of liquids in fuel tanks and i s  character ized by 
dynamic interaction forces  between the a r r e s t ed  liquid and the tank bulkhead. 
The motion of the fluid i s  initiated by the application of transient forces  o r  
accelerations to the vehicle which have a predominant component in  the d i r ec -  
tion of the tank longitudinal axis. These unbalanced loads may resul t  f rom 
(a) an unprogrammed thrust  termination of the boost engines during ascent,  
(b) the physical separation of the vehicles during abort  and (c) the docking 
maneuver between the orbi ter  and space station. 
Rigorous analytical description of the three-dimensional flow field 
and p res su re  distribution during dome impact i s  a formidable task.  Several 
simplifying assumptions have been made in  an  attempt to  obtain order  of 
magnitude est imates  of the peak impact force on the dome; these assumptions 
will be properly noted during the course of this development. 
A nominal ascent  t ra jec tory  was obtained through the cooperation of 
General Dynamics/Convair and used to establisll flight conditions. The syn- 
thesized vehicle has a g ross  lift-off weight (GLOW) of 3 . 5  MLB and a nominal 
booster engine cutoff (BECO) weight of 1.28 MLB. The configuration of the 
vehicle i s  a "parallel  stage" booster and orbi ter ;  the booster has straight wings 
The nonlifting t ra jec tory  has a qma, = 560 psf a t  Mach number M = 1. 06, 
staging a t  2 12, 400 ft and 9, 250 fps, and a maximum axial load factor of 3. U 
during the la t te r  portion of boost. Thrust  gimbal angle and vehicle angle of 
attack were ze ro  for  a l l  t ime-  -hence, a gravity turn  ascent.  Table I sum- 
m a r i z e s  system weights (including orbi ter) ,  volume and weight of fuel on 
board a t  selected t imes ,  the drag-to -weight ratio, dynamic pressure ,  etc.  
Fuel  weight-volume calculations were  based on the assumption that no 
residuals remain in  the boost tanks a t  nominal BECO and that there  was one 
tank f o r  each propellant constituent. The drag values do not reflect the 
decrease  in base p res su re  resulting f rom engine shutdown. 
Broadly, the approach to the dome impact problem i s  a s  follows. 
Three points were  selected for an  impact analysis of the booster tanks: 
t = 50, 70,  and 136 sec  into the mission for  LH2 impa,ct and t = 50, 70, and 
110 sec  f o r  LOX impact.  These t imes fall within the extremely cr i t ical  abort  
Mode LB (20 to 140 seconds) a s  defined by the NASA-SSV predesign study of 
Reference 1, The final t imes differ, as wil l  be discussed la ter ,  because the 
LOX volume remaining at t =: 136 sec  was incornpa,ti"ue -with the analysis ,  
This situation will be clarified l a t e r ,  At each of the selected points p r io r  
to  assumed thrus t  termination the t rajectory performance parameters  

permitted calculation of the axial and t ransverse  components of the total 
load factor  vector, H, a s  well a s  the quiescentfuel  f r ee  surface angle which 
i s  taken to be normal to  that l o a d  fac tor ,  Figlzre 1 presents  the coordinate 
sys tem and summarizes  the definition of load factor  and fuel f ree  surface 
angle, P. The t rajectory which was furnished to us was non-lifting with zero 
angle of attack and zero thrust  gimbal angle. Consequently, the load factor  
i s  purely axial and the fuel surface angle i s  idealistically zero.  
Thrust  termination i s  assumed to take place instantaneously ra ther  
than following a throttling schedule s imilar  to that encountered during 
initiation of nominal staging procedures  . The refore,  immediately following 
termination, the vehicle encounte r s a deceleration field of a magnitude 
equivalent to the drag-to-weight ratio. Alternately, the liquids reac t  t o  
an acceleration field of the same magnitude which i s  assumed to ac t  in a 
step function fashion. The drag force  i s  assumed to remain constant during 
the brief period of t ime f rom thrust  termination to dome impact. 
With the theoretical fuel f ree  surface angle and acceleration field 
defined, tank sizing and liquid equations of motion can now be conside red. 
The booster LH2 tank was taken to  be a hemispherically-capped right c i rcu lar  
cylinder a s  shown i n  a general orientation in Figure 2. Consistent with NASA 
and other Phase A predesigns; the tank longitudinal axis i s  paral le l  to the 
booster reference axis,  and the tank diameter,  dt, of 30 f t  i s  representative 
of these design layouts. Neglecting ullage volume, i. e.  the tank i s  completely 
full  a t  launch, the cylinder length i s  sized according to Equations (1) and (2)  
f o r  a 6:l  oxidizer-to-fuel ratio.  The volume of fuel remaining in  the LH2 
tank a t  any time, t,  i s  calculated by substituting the appropriate W(t) f r o m  
the t ra jec tory  for  the GLOW in Equation 1. By using Equation (3) the liquid 
f ree  surface i s  located longitudinally relative to the tank fixed x-y axes.  
The rationale behind inclusion of non-zero fuel surface angles in the analysis 
will be clarified in the next section. Upon thrus t  termination a par t ic le  of 
liquid, m l ,  will be accelerated toward the dome at, conservatively, D/W g 's ,  
where W i s  the total  sys tem weight. Assuming that there i s  initially no in ter -  
action between fluid par t ic les  o r  between the fluid and the tank walls, the 
motion of the leading edge of fluid relative to tank fixedaxes is  governed, accord-  
ing to Reference 2, by Equations (4), (5) ,  and (6 ) .  Straightforward solution 
of these equations permits  calculation of t ime of a r r iva l ,  to, and velocity 
f (to) of the f i r s t  par t ic le  of fluid to reach y = LC, Equation ( 7 ) .  The liquid i s  
assumed to t r ave r se  the contoyr of the hemispherical dome in a curved sheet 
with an unattenuated velocity, y(to). The peak impact force was taken to  be 
the steady state contribution to the one-dimensional momentum theorem, and 
the unsteady t e rm,  which was neglected, reflected a lower level t ransient  


Sur ce associdled with t'rlc: iniiidi errisy o i  f l u i d  irrio the dorrre, Tlre steddy 
state force  of the fuel on the dome is  described by Equa,tion (8 ) .  It has been 
tacitly assumed that the quiescent mode of s loshdoes  not occur .  To fully 
apply Equation (8)  t h e  "effective nozzle area,, " A ( h ) ,  mrrst he evaluated* This 
a r e a  i s  taken to  be the cross-sectional a r e a  of the fuel sector  a t  y = LC which 
corresponds to the static, t r ansve r se  settling depth, h, consistent withthe 
volume of liquid in the tank a t  thrust  termination. The depth and a r e a  in  
question a r e  shown schematically in Figure 2. The iterative solution for  
A(h) i s  easi ly  obtained using the tables of a r e a s  and heights for  sec tors  and 
segments of c i rc les  and spheres  in Reference 3 .  Ideally, the line of action 
of the calculated force coincides with the tank longitudinal axis. In reality, 
however, the reaction force  will be inclined a t  some small  angle to this axis 
and will be slightly l a rge r  than calculated due to neglect of the l a t e ra l  move- 
ment of the fuel center of gravity during modal slosh. These la t te r  effects,  
however, should be considered minimal f rom an o rde r  of magnitude viewpoint. 
The procedures for  evaluating LOX dome impact follow lines of develop- 
ment s imi lar  to those used for  LH2 dome impact. The basic difference i s  the 
LOX tank shape and orientation with respec t  to the vehicle reference axis.  
As suggested by two Phase A prel iminary design brochures,  the LOX tank 
configuration on the booster was taken to be a f rustum of a right c i rcu lar  
cone, capped a t  both ends by hemispherical shells without regard  for  points 
of tangency. The LOX tank generally l ies  forward of the LH2 tank, and, due 
to packaging constraints,  the tank axis i s  inclined to the vehicle reference 
axis by an  angle, 4, with the smal le r  hemispherical end pointing generally 
forward. Figure 3 i l lustrates  this tank in a general orientation. F rus tum 
length and cone half angle were calculated using Equations (9) ,  ( 1 O ) ,  and (1 1) .  
After calculating the LOX volume remaining in the tank a t  t ime, t ,  in a manner 
analogous to  the LH2 volume calculations, the LOX f r e e  surface i s  located 
using Equation (12), thus .defining h, Ah and d. F r o m  predesign scale drawings 
of the LOX tank the angle, +, i s  expected to be smal l  enough to  permi t  approxi- 
mation (12b) to be imposed. The drag-to-weight ratio was then recolved into com- 
ponents in the direction of the slant axes,  X1 and Y where it was a s  sumedthat  upon 
thrust  termination, particle m l  was acted upon only by the Y 1  component of 
D /  W, thus giving r i se  to Equation 13. The velocity and t ime of a r r i v a l  of m l  
a t  Y1 = L/cos  @ a r e  de terminedina  manner s imilar  to the corresponding LH2 
calculation. Equation (16) descr ibes  the impact force,  IFy / . The effective 
nozzle a r e a  i s  again taken to  be the t ransverse ,  settled, uel cross-sect ional  
a r e a  a t  the entrance to the smal le r  dome (at section A2) subject to the constraint 
of remaining LOX volume on board a t  thrust  termination. The iterative 
':After the conclusion of the r e sea rch  reported herein, the NASA technical 
monitors brought to our attention some unpublished notes by L a r r y  D, Pinson, 
dated November 27, 1943, in which a s imi lar  anaiysis i s  outlined, 

procedure requires  the usz of the "prisrnoidal formufa,,, " Equation ( I ? ) ,  f a r  the 
LOX volume in a segment of a cone f rus tum,  Al and A;! a r e  the fuel a r e a s  
a t  d l  and d2, respectively, while AM i s  the fuel a r e a  at  L /2 .  
To summarize this section, an approximate method has been developed 
to obtain o rde r  of magnitude est imates  of the maximum dome impact fo rce  
of LOX and LH2 resulting f r o m  impromptu termination of thrus t  on the main 
booster engines. The LH2 analysis incorporates the ability to investigate the 
sensitivity of impact force to small  non-zero f r ee  surface angles, which 
might a r i s e  a s  a resul t  of a combination of vehicle lift component, positive 
angle of attack and non-zero thrust  gimbal angle. The LOX analysis permi ts  
the tank offset angle to be t reated a s  an independent variable for  design 
purposes.  In both cases  the impact fo rces  ac t  along the appropriate tank axis.  
Liquid Hydrogen Dome Impact During Boost 
The development outlined previously was applied to the impact of LH2 
into the forward dome of the booster fuel tank for  thrus t  termination a t  the 
previously indicated t imes,  and the resul ts  of the principal calculations have 
been summarized in Table 11. The t = 70 sec  point corresponds to nearly a 
qmax condition (within 5 psf)  on a nominal outbound t rajectory while the 
t = 136 sec  point occurs  a t  the onset of a boost engine throttle sequence 
designed to  l imit  total load factor  to 3 g ' s .  It should be noted that even though 
the fuel level becomes progressively lower a s  t ime f rom lift-off increases ,  the 
a r r iva l  time, to, a t  the dome entrance does not increase correspondingly due to 
the nature of the drag-to-weight profile. The variation of entrance velocity 
follows, qualitatively, f rom similar  l ines of reasoning. 
The magnitude of the LH2 impact force i s  shown in  Figure 4. As 
expected, the most  severe  impact occurs  in the  vicinity ofqmaX or  the drag  
pinch point. In general,  the variation of calculated impact force with t ime 
follows the same trend a s  the variation of aerodynamic load factor,  D /W.  
Also shown in  Figure 4 i s  the sensitivity of the dome impact force a t  qma, to 
non-zero fuel f r e e  surface angles. A moderate dependence i s  indicated-- 
approximately 870 lbldegree of surface angle. This sensitivity was calculated 
to provide an engineering feel for the manner in which the impact force would 
change a s  a resul t  of the following assumptions and constraints imposed on the 
analysis : 
(1) The flat, non-rotating ear th  assumption of Reference 2, which was 
used in this analysis to calculate the fuel f ree  surface angle, implies 
the omission of acceleration t e r m s  f rom the t rajectory differential  
equations that result  in  incremental fuel surface angles of the o rde r  
of  l o  at qmax and 3" a t  the onset of the 3g throttle.  
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This situation i s  desirable f rom a control system standpoint because the i-mpact 
force: vector, w i ~ l ~ h  is aliglled with the tank axis, coataias a la te ra l  component, 
normal  to the vehicle axis, that will produce a stabilizing, nose down pitching 
moment upon thrus t  termination which should a s s i s t  in overcol-ning the inherent 
instability of the booster during separation. 
F o r  a tank with a wall thickness of 0. 1 in., the longitudinal s t r e  s s  a t  
the forward  bulkhead juncture i s  of the o rde r  of 7000 psi  for a qmax thrus t  
termination and represents  approximately 10 percent of the yield strength of 
a typical high strength aluminum. 
Dome Impact During Abort Separation a t  qma, 
We have previously estimated the propellant r eve r sa l  force  resulting 
f r o m  a thrust  termination of the main booster engines a t  a qmax condition, 
and now we will consider the propellant reversa l  associated wlth forces  on the 
booster caused by physical separation of the orbi ter  and booster a t  zero  angle 
of attack. Several types of forces  may be involved. The f i r s t  fo rce  encountered 
i s  due to mechanical o r  propulsive separation of the two vehicles which i s  
designed to impar t  a relative acceleration between the orbi ter  and booster.  
As the vehicles separate,  their  individual shock wave flow fields interact  
inducing the second class  of loads - -large aerodynamic interference loads. 
The third c lass  of loads resul ts  f r o m  impingement of the orbi ter  main engine 
exhaust plume on the aft portion of the booster.  Finally, since abort  implies 
a non-optimum staging point, the booster may be required to generate negative 
lift in  o r d e r  to maintain stability and avoid collision with the orb i te r .  
In general,  the above loads a r e  heavily dependent on vehicle configuration 
and flight regime. In the absence of f i r m  est imates  for  their  individual contri-  
butions to the separation dynamics, we may consider their  aggregate effect in 
a parametr ic  fashion. To this end, during separation the booster i s  assumed 
to be acted upon by the basic zero-lift  drag force a t  qma, plus a resultant 
separation force,  R acting a t  an angle, 6, to the booster reference line a s  
i l lustrated in F igure  6. R includes the contribution of the separation forces  
over and above the basic drag at  zero  lift. The orientation of the force vector, 
R, i s  based on the experimental resul ts  of Reference 4. Separation a t  Mach 
3.0 and booster angles of attack l e s s  than 8" induced a negative normal  force 
coefficient and a positive axial  force coefficient on the booster,  thus producing 
a resultant force coefficient in the direction of R.  We assumed that this  
behavior can be extrapolated to transonic speeds with the general orientation 
remaining unaltered. Dome impact of propellants in the orbi ter  sta,ge should be 
minimal considering that the tanks a r e  full a t  this t ime; therefore,  the effect 









Wind tunnel abort  separation studies presented at the recent Sy~~lposiurri  
on Space Transportation Systems ( ref -  5)  were directed at  vehicle separation 
a t  f r e e  s t r eam Mach numbers in excess  of 3.  0.  However, there  appears  to 
be negligible experimental abort  data available when qmax occurs  t ranson-  
ically a s  i t  does for  the ascent t ra jectory under consideratlon. However, t e s t  
data f o r  the damping -in-pitch derivative of a single blunted cone -cylinder - f l a re  
body indicates a highly unstable transonic behavior should be anticipated 
(ref.  6). 
Propellant motions initiated by thrus t  termination will probably not 
have t ime to subside before being acted upon by the various components of R .  
This situation implies  that the initial conditions on fluid motion postulated 
previously a r e  not valid. However, f o r  the lack of quantitative information 
regarding the fluid motion and orientation a t  separation with which to  fo rm new 
initial conditions, we assume that the p re  separation disturbances have dimin- 
ished to  the point where a quiescent sur face  exis ts .  The separation causes 
acceleration of the propellants toward their  respective domes with a magnitude: 
i , 
B o o s t e r  f , LH2 
') = 
+ g cos ( e  - +) , LOX 
Booster 
The t e r m  containing the separation forces  i s  considered an independent variable.  
The drag-to-weight ratio in the previous equations represents  a condition where 
the vehicle base i s  partially filled with exhaust plume gases .  Accordingly, 
when the thrust  i s  terminated base drag increases ;  to account for  this situation 
the LOX dome impact force  was also calculated for an increase  of 2070 in  D / W .  
A 2070 decrease  in D / W  was a lso  considered in an  attempt to simulate a booster 
configuration with a different drag profile. 
In F igures  7 and 8 the impact force pe r  unit "effective nozzle a r e a "  
i s  presented a s  a function of the axial component of the resultant separation 
force,  R,  up to 6 g 's .  The impact force i s  represented in this manner because 
of the inadequacy of applying the previous nozzle a r e a s  due to the unknown 
orientation of the propellants during separation. As can be seen the steady 
state impact fo rce  i s  heavily dependent on the separation induced axial "g" 
level regardless  of the assumption on nozzle a r e a  and i s  relatively insensitive 
to variations in booster zero-lift  drag. The addition of a lg increment in  
axial separation iorce resul ts  appsoxirna,tely in a trebling of the impact force 
over the pure thrust  termination case,  which corresponds to R = 9, Hence, 
f r o m  the stanclpoint of s t ructural  damage to the tank and controllability due t o  
movement of fuel  center of gravity and fuel angular momentum, the impact 
U BASELINE w = 0.465 
a = 0" 
.- Wl NG LOADING = 69.5 psf 
DRAG REFERENCE 
AREA = 7550 psf 
30 q,, = 565 psf 
Ma = 1.06 
D BASELINE 
D BASELINE w 
D BASELINE -jij- 
l NC REMENTAL AX l AL LOAD FACTOR R cos 6 WBOOSTER ' g's 
FIGURE: 7. - - L O X  DOME IMPACT FORCE PER UNIT "NOZZLE 
AREA! '  FOR ABORT SEPARArTION AT qma, 
l NCREMENTAL AX l AL LOAD FACTOR, R cos 6 WBOOSTER , !J's 
@ q.,x 
3Oa)Z) 
FIGURE 8. - -LH2 DOME IMPACT FORCE PER UNIT "NOZZLE 
AREA" FQR ABORT SEPARATION AT q, 
forces d ~ ~ ' i i i g  separation at  a transonic qmax a r e  m a r c  severe than at any 
other point on the outbound t ra jec tory ,  
Docking Dome Impact 
The turning vane analysis used for  the previous cases  was adopted to 
investigate the dome impact resulting f rom fuel movements during docking of 
the orbi ter  and space station. Experience gained f rom the f i r s t  stage boost 
studies suggests that the principal loads a r e  associated with movements of 
LOX. Therefore,  i t  was assumed that the forces  which would significantly 
affect  the ACS (attitude control sys tem)  resul t  f rom dome impact of an assumed 
1% LOX reserve  in the main orb i te r  boost tanks which i s  ca r r i ed  to TPI. It was 
fur ther  assumed that the LOX/LH2 remaining af ter  OMS (orbital  maneuver 
system) burn would resul t  in  minimal fuel induced loads on docking. 
The LOX tank configuration was taken to be a hemispherically capped 
cylinder whos e longitudinal axis i s  collinear with the vehicle reference and 
docking axes, i. e . ,  no misalignment. The tank diameter ,  which was assumed 
to be 20 ft, ag rees  quite closely with the Phase  A designs and i s  only slightly 
l a r g e r  than the NASA DC-3 predesign. Sizing of tank length i s  determined by 
the boost LOX requirements which will be considered subsequently. 
In a low gravity environment the fuel f ree  surface assumes  a minimum 
potential energy configuration. F o r  the case under consideration this surface 
i s  hemispherical,  being concave toward the empty portion of the tank. As such 
i t  was felt that the modal f o r m  of s losh during docking was more  probabilistic 
than the quie scent mode. 
The docking maneuver itself was considered to take place under coasting 
o r  non-thrusting conditions with a closure rate, Avc, ranging f rom 1 to 3 fps. 
A momentum balance for  an  inelastic docking i s  approximately 
where M and mf a r e  the orbi ter  total  m a s s  and fuel mass ,  respectively. The 
left side of the above equation represents  the orbi ter  momentum with respect  
to the space station, and the integral signifies the impulse resulting f rom initial 
contact between the two s t ruc tures .  The momentum of the fuel i s  manifested 
in the dome impact force.  Regardless  of the amount of fuel in a tank a particle 
on the f ree  surface will not reach the turning vane with a velocity grea ter  than 
the closure velocity, Avc, This situation i s  particularly t rue i f  surface tension 
and viscous forces  a r e  considered, 
LOX tank sizing was accomplished as follows, A nominal General 
Dynamics orbi ter  requires  510,400 ib  of LOX/LH2 to boost the second s t a g e  
f rom separation to insertion in  a 51 X 100 n. m ,  orbit. Assuming a 6: 1 
oxidizer-to-fuel ratio and a 170 reserve ,  second stage boost requires  44i,  000 
lb  of boost LOX and occupies 5, 900 ft3 of tank volume. Proceeding a s  though 
the LOX completely fills the tank (neglect volume required for  application of 
ullage pressure) ,  the cylindrical section was calculated to be 5.45 ft  long. 
The 170 baseline r e se rve  volume of 59 ft3 has a settling depth, h, of 
1.4 f t  and an "effective nozzle a r e a "  of 9.75 ft2. The force  equation was applied 
to this configuration, a s  well a s  to a f 1070 variation of residual LOX about the 
baseline, and the resul ts  a r e  shown in Figure 9. 
While a 3 f t / s ec  closure ra te  probably represents  an  extreme closure 
rate,  it i s  apparent that the impact  fo rces  sustained by the dome a r e  not ex t ra-  
ordinarily large.  The docking simulation t e s t s  conducted in  Reference 7 
utilized a 1 f t / s ec  closure rate.  F o r  closure r a t e s  of l e s s  than 2 f t / sec ,  forces  
a r e  relatively insensitive to  variations of residual LOX volume. It i s  doubtful 
that these force levels will have s t ruc tura l  damage implications; however, they 
should be of value in assess ing  control system requirements.  
f t AVc = 1- 
5 ec 





F I G I S R E  9. --SEPJSITIVPTY O F  LOX DO1MF: IMPACT FORGES DTJRlNG 
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LIQUID OSCILLATIONS IN LONG, SHALLOW TANKS 
Introduction 
During a no rma l  o rb i t e r  o r  booster  flyback t ra jec tory ,  t he r e  a r e  t i m e s  
when the angle-of-at tack and load f ac to r s  a r e  such that  the  "effective" gravity,  
g,ff, i s  near ly  perpendicular  to  the propellant  tank walls .  F o r  example ,  th is  
si tuation o c c u r s  i n  the  Genera l  Dynamics /Convair  booster  r een t ry  dur ing the  
per iod f r o m  about 40 seconds a f t e r  staging to  about 100 seconds a f t e r  staging; 
and, of course ,  during the landing, gravi ty  i s  always or iented nea r ly  perpen-  
dicular  to the tank wa,lls, I£ any r e  sidual  propellant  remains  in  the tank during 
these  t imes ,  a s  i s  l ikely because  0 2  incorriplete venting (this  i s  c e r t a in  t o  occur  
during a n  abor t  before staging), the propellant  is  contained in  tanks that  a r e  
now long and shallow; th is  i s  shown schemat ical ly  in F igure  10 ,  
FIGURE 10. - -RESIDUAL P R O P E L L A N T  LOCATION 
DURING HIGH ANGLE-OF-ATTACK FLYBACK 
When the length of the tank i s  l a rge  with r e spec t  to the depth of the 
liquid, two kinds of liquid f r e e - s u r f a c e  oscil lat ions can occur  ( re f .  1, 2). If 
the tank oscil lat ion frequency i s  not too c lose  to the "slosh" f requency (or i f  
the dis turbance i s  not periodic),  standing waves will appear  on the sur lace .  
This response  can  be analyzed by l inear ized  theor ies ,  and a mathemat ical ly  
equivalent mechanical  model  can be used to p red ic t  the f o r c e s  and moments  
exer ted  on the  tank by the  liquid. However, i f  the oscil lat ion f requency i s  
n e a r  the resonant  frequency,  standing waves will not be fo rmed  but ins tead 
a l a rge  amplitude t ravel ing wave o r  hydraulic jump occu r s .  
F igu re  11 shows a typical  tank geometry .  If, say, the percentage 
volume of res idua l  propellant  remaining in  the tank a f te r  venting during the 
f lyback i s  VRE, then the liquid depth h (F igure  11) i s  approximately  
2 where  i t  ha s  been a s sumed  that  (h/Ro) << 1. 
In o r d e r  t o  analyze the sloshing, we can rep lace  the  ac tua l  tank by an  
equivalent rectangular  tank with length B: 
and width W: 
w = 2- 
The equivalent f lat-bottom liquid depth ho i s  
( F o r  a tank with Ro = 10 ft, L = 20 ft, and VRE = 0.01 = 0 ,  t hese  re la t ions  
work out to  be h = 1. 1 ft, B = 20 f 9 . 4  = 29 .4  ft, W = 9 . 4  ft, and ho = 0. 38 f t .  ) 
Linear ized Slosh Response 
For the equivalent tank with sma l l  amounts of fluid, the fundamental 
s losh  f requency  i s :  

since in the more  general  formula (ref.  3 j the factor tanh ( T ~ ~ / B )  z ::h0/B. 
The sloshing torques can be computed most  easi ly  by using the equiva- 
lent mechanical model shown in Figure 12. The slosh mass ,  ml ,  i s  equal 
to 
and i s  located a t  a depth below the f r e e  surface of d l  = -ho, that i s ,  a t  the 
tank bottom. The rigid mass ,  Mo, i s  about equal to pWBho - m l  = 0. 19pWBho 
and i s  located a t  a height above the f r e e  surface equal to do = 0.5 ho(ml /mo)  
- 0.5 ho = 1.83 ho. F o r  smal l  liquid depths, the total  moment of iner t ia  of 
the liquid about i t s  center-of-mass (c. m .  ) is  equal to the "frozen1' moment of 
iner t ia ;  that i s :  
In o rde r  to  calculate the disturbing moment caused by the tank osci l la-  
tions, we will le t  the tank motion be given by a pitching rotation about the c. m .  
and a translation of the c .  m. (The moment about any point can be calculated 
in  t e r m s  of these two motions. ) The total moment about the c. m.  , for  an  
undamped pitching oscillation of ecmeiwt i s  
w h e r e  M, = p ~ ~ 3 g e f f ~ c m /  12 i s  the s t a t i c  m o m e n t  co r respond ing  t o  a s t a t i c  
t i l t  of the tank equa l  to  the pitching ampl i tude  A s i m i l a r  equation can be 
w r i t t e n  f o r  the m o m e n t  caused  by the  t r ans la t ion  excitat ion,  but Equation (8) i s  

sufficient to show the difference between the sboshsng f o r m  of response and the 
t ravel ing -nave f o r m .  (The r ea son  why M 0 .  985Ms icsteac! of M 
o 0 i s  that  only the fundamental  s l o sh  s s i s  included in the 
higher  o r d e r  modes  a r e  neglected.  ) 
A plot of M/Ms v e r s u s  (w/ol)2 i s  shown in  F igu re  13, f o r  the pa r t i -  
u l a r  tank geomet ry  d i scussed  previously  (i. e . ,  ho/B = 0. 38129.4 = 0. 013); 
the  curve  i s  a lmos t  independent of ho /B  so  long a s  ho /B 4< 1. Right around 
resonance,  Equation 8 i s  not  valid, s ince ,  a s  we d i scussed  previously,  the 
t ravel ing wave f o r m  of response  predominates  i n  th is  region.  If the l i nea r  
sloshing assumption was valid, the moment  amplitude a t  resonance would 
depend on the viscous o r  baffle damping. (In other  words ,  fo r  an  ideal  fluid 
with no viscosity,  the  moment  amplitude would be infinite. ) Typical  values  
of th is  "magnification" fac tor  a t  resonance a r e  about 10 to  15 in other  f o r m s  
of sloshing.  
Hydraulic Jump  Response 
In o r d e r  to  de te rmine  the actual  magnitude of the liquid response  n e a r  
resonance,  we will  use  the theory developed by Verhagen and Van Wijngaarden 
( re f .  2 )  f o r  the fluid oscil lat ions in long, shallow tanks .  This  "shallow wa te r ' '  
theory,  which i s  based on the idea l  flow equations (no viscosi ty)  but which does 
not a s s u m e  potential  flow, t akes  into account nonlinear,  l a rge  amplitude mot ions .  
I t  p red ic t s  that  a hydraulic jump occu r s  when the tank oscil lat ions a r e  n e a r  
resonance,  analogously to the shock wave that  develops i n  a c losed column of 
gas when the gas i s  osci l la ted a t  a resonant  frequency.  
The hvdraulic i u m ~  t r ave l s  a t  the shallow-water wave velocitv 
Y L 
co  = m, so  the resonant  f requency in the  nonlinear approximation i s  s t i l l  
W ,  = I T ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / B ~ ) ~ ~ ~ .  The amplitude of the resonant  wave i s  not infinitely 
l a rge ,  even fo r  a ze ro-v i scos i ty  liquid, because  t he r e  i s  energy  diss ipat ion a t  
the wave f ront .  F igu re  14 shows a half -cycle of the motion. 
Verhagen and Van Wijngaarden show that  the hydraulic jump height i s  
fo r  a pitching oscil lat ion of the tank a t  the na tura l  f requency.  The s a m e  s o r t  
of jump occurs  for  a t ransla t ion excitat ion.  
The resonant  exer ted  on the tank by the liquid is: 
----- 
Ll NEAR SLOSH l NG THEORY I S NOT 
VALID IN THIS REGION -w--v---p----- 

F o r  non- r e  sonant excitat ion f requencies ,  the magnitude of the moment  i s  
re la ted  to the resonant  moment  by 
The phase  angle between the moment  and the oscil lat ion fo r  the genera l  c a s e  i s  
given by 
112 
B(o - w l )  2 1 + = - .rr f 2 a r c  s in  - a r c  s in  
2 96geffBcm - 3B(o - ol) 2 
(12) 
As can be see'n, the phase  angle va r i e s  nonlinearly with both the 'excitation 
f requency and amplitude.  More  importantly,  the relat ion between the dynamic 
moment  and the s ta t i c  moment  i s  now a function of the pitching amplitude,  Ocm, 
co (although, of course ,  both M 
A plot of the resonant moment  response,  Equation ( l o ) ,  i s  shown in 
F igu re  15 f o r  s eve ra l  values of ho /B .  The l ine labeled h = ho cor responds  to 
the conditions fo r  which ho /B  and ocm a r e  such  that  the hydraulic jump height 
equals the equivalent liquid depth; th is  p laces  a n  upper l imi t  on O C m  beyond 
which the theory i s  no longer valid. (The dashed line labeled 112 B Qcm = ho 
cor responds  to the condition fo r  which the  s ta t i c  deflection of the liquid i n t e r -  
s e c t s  the tank bottom. ) 
In o r d e r  to apprecia te  the magnitudes of Ms and M, l e t  us consider  the 
si tuation d i scussed  previously:  Ro = 10 ft, L = 20 ft, and V R E  = 1%. The volume 
of res idua l  propellant  i s  105 cu  ft,  which cor responds  to about 7900 l b  of LOX 
o r  465 lb of LH2. The dimensions  of the equivalent rectangular  tank a r e  
B = 29 .4  f t  and W = 9. 4 ft, and the equivalent liquid depth i s  ho = 0. 38 f t ,  s o  
ho/ B = 0. 01 3. If geff = Ngo, where  go = 32 .2  f t / s ec2 ,  then the s ta t ic  moments  
w o r k  out to be 
6 M, = 1, 5N@,, X 10 ft-lb for LOX 
4 M, = 8.8 1\10,, X 1 0  ft-lb for LH2 
For  8,, = 0 .2" ,  / M / = 10 Ms  according to Equation 10;' o r  F igure  15, so 
that  the dynamic moment  f o r  this pitching amplitude is 
M = 10 Ms = 52, 500 N f t - lb  fo r  LOX 
M = 10Ms = 3700 N f t - lb  f o r  LH2 
Thus, the moment  i s  ve ry  l a rge  when the liquid osci l la tes  in  a long, shallow 
tank, even i f  the tank contains only a s m a l l  m a s s  of liquid. Another way to 
s e e  this  i s  to rea l ize  that  f o r  O C m  = 0, 2 " ,  the apparent  shift in the c m  of the 
liquid a t  resonance i s  6 .65  f t ,  according to the theory,  and 0.665 f t  f o r  s ta t i c  
conditions. 
Conclusions 
It s e e m s  that  dangerously l a rge  moments  and shifts  in the c m  can occur  
whenever the vehicle i s  flying a t  a high angle-of-at tack o r  during landing, even 
with sma l l  amounts of res idua l  liquids. This i s  t r ue  even if i t  i s  not l ikely that 
the liquid will  be excited into a resonant  condition, s imply because the dynamic 
fo r ce s  c rea ted  by a moving liquid ampli fy  the  a l ready  la rge  s ta t i c  moment  l a rge  
f o r  a long, shallow tank.  
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SLOSHING OF AN AR BITR AR Y TWO-DIiviENSIOIu'AL 
TANK W I T H  F L A T  MEAN F R E E  SUE FAGIT 
Introduction 
During usual ver t i ca l  rocket  launching and accelerat ion in space,  the  
gravi ty  coincides with a n  axis  of symmet ry  of the tank. The prediction of 
sloshing f requencies  and a simplified mechanical  model fo r  such ca se s  a t  
a r b i t r a r y  Bond number  has  been achieved in References  1, 2, and 3 .  However, 
f o r  launching mi s  s i l e  s and in par t i cu la r  fo r  returning shuttle planes, effective 
gravi ty  i s  not neces sa r i l y  para l le l  to the axis of symmetry ,  if i t  ex i s t s .  It  i s  
one of the objectives of the presen t  project  to give some  es t imate  of the na tura l  
f requencies  f o r  fuel  tanks a t  genera l  orientation with respec t  t o  the direct ion of 
effective gravity g , presen t ly  fo r  high-g only. 
A 
F o r  an  "accurate"  prediction of the s losh  f requencies ,  a t h r ee -  
dimensional analysis  appears  neces sa ry .  However, Budiansky's r e su l t s  
( re f .  4) indicate that  the  na tura l  frequencies f o r  sloshing in  a two-dimensional 
c i r c l e  ("ci rcular  canal")  a r e  c lose  to those of a sphere ,  of which the c r o s s  
section in the mer id ian  plane is  a c i rc le  (F igure  16). This suggests that  a good 
estirnation of the effect  of orientation on na tura l  frequencies of sloshing may  be 
obtained by a two-dimensional approximation to a three-dimensional  tank. 
However, due to t ime l imitations and p re sen t  objectives,  an  ad hoc computer 
p r o g r a m  i s  devised t o  yield des i r ed  resu l t s ,  with proper ly  se lec ted  input data 
points specifying the tank shape and f r e e  sur face .  Some r e su l t s  a r e  presented 
a f t e r  description of the p rog ram.  
Mathematical  P r o b l e m  
F o r  a two-dimensional tank, a s e t  of rectangular  coordinates may  be 
used (Figure  17) with the origin a t  se lected points on the f r e e  surface f o r  
convenience of specifying the shape of the contour and the direct ion of the normal ,  
i f  needed. 
The flow i s  a s sumed  to be incompressible  and i r rota t ional .  The re  exis ts  
a velocity potential Q, satisfying 
.;ubjet.t to  the boundary condition that  
FIGURE 16. - - F R E Q U E N C I E S  FOR CIRCULAR CANAL (SOLID) 
AND S P H E R I C A L  TANK (DASHED) ( R E F .  4)  
3051 
FIGURE 17. - -COORDINATES F O R  A T I L T E D  TANK 
where 
n i s  outer  normal .  
The tank wall  can be quite a rb i t r a ry ;  however, fo r  simplicity of a 
1 1  f lexible" computer program, i t  will be assumed to be smooth and convex, 
which i s  the ca se  in  many applications. Ln some cases ,  with two sharp  c o r n e r s  
and even concave bottoms, the p rog ram to be presented may a l so  be applicable 
if the length of the s ides  and that  of the f r e e  surface and bottom a r e  not too f a r  
different,  respectively,  and enough boundary points can  be taken. 
Method of Solution 
Numerical  methods a r e  considered due to their  flexibility in application. 
In par t icular ,  f o r  a general  domain, i t  i s  convenient to use  for  the Laplace 
equation, e i ther  the Winslow method ( r e f s .  1, 6 )  o r  the "machine t ransforma-  
tion" ( r e f s .  7, 8). The p rog ram to be presented i s  based on the machine 
t ransformation with modification of the computer p rog ram given in Reference 8. 
An inverse  influence coefficient ma t r ix  i s  generated in the presen t  p rogram.  
Using this matr ix ,  the natural  frequencies a r e  obtained through an eigenvalue 
subroutine. The orientation effect on the lowest frequency i s  sought. 
Influence Coefficient Method 
F o r  programming convenience, the ver t ical  axis  y i s  taken to  be normal  
to the f la t  f r e e  surface a t  high-g. The shape of the two-dimensional tank i s  
taken to be that in theplane  of symmet ry  o r  some "approximate average location. " 
An at tempt  was made to modify the axisymmetr ic  branch of the computer  
p rog ram of Reference 5, which employs "direct" influence coefficient calcula-  
tions; i .  e . ,  the relaxation procedure was used to calculate the effect on the 
velocity potential on the f r e e  surface (+F) due to a unit disturbance of the no rma l  
velocity (a+/an)  a t  a node. However, +F = 0 a t  the origin in non-axisymmetr ic  F 
flow (rn = 0) but not in ax isymmetr ic  o r  two-dimensional flow, Consequently, 
i n  the presen t  c a s e ,  the d i rec t  influence coefficient method reduces to a 
Neurnann problem in which the velocity potential i s  only defined within an 
a r b i t r a r y  cons t an t and  the equation m a t r i x  i s  s ingular .  Thus, the relaxation 
method diverged even with constra int  ( say  the average  of + over  a l l  nodes i s  
- $ = 0) adjusted a t  the end of every  i t e ra t ion .  However, under - re laxat ion of the 
cons t ra in t  a t  the r ight  lower  c o r n e r  leads  to converged d i r ec t  influence coeffi- 
c ients ,  but not to  the c o r r e c t  resu l t  f o r  a two-dimensional  rectangular  tank. 
The difficulty l i e s  in  the f ac t  that  the  constra int  on $ may  va ry  f o r  e ach  column 
of influence coefficient m a t r i x  and, fu r ther ,  i t  m a y  differ  f o r  the s a m e  column 
f o r  a different  mode (eigenvector) .  
An inverse  influence coefficient  method was conceived; i. e . ,  relaxation 
procedure  was used to calculate the e f fec t  on (a+/i3n)F due to a unit d is turbance 
of the potential  +I (which i s  proportional  to a s m a l l  osci l la tory  p r e s s u r e ) .  F o r  F 
some unknown reason,  the modified low-g p r o g r a m  failed to  yield useful  
r e su l t s .  At f i r s t ,  i t  was thought that  the method fai led s ince  not all influence 
coefficient  solutions sa t i s fy  the boundary condition a t  the  wall ;  f u r t he r  thought, 
however, led  to the conclusion th is  i s  just  another  way of invert ing a m a t r i x  
using a much s m a l l e r  s to rage  location. It m a y  a l so  be comparab le  o r  cheaper  
i n  machine t ime-cos t ,  if the ra t io  of su r f ace  points to volume points i s  l e s s  
than s o m e  yet undetermined number .  Since the c o r n e r  f lux in the  Winslow 
method ( re f .  6 )  may  be e i ther  due to a wal l  motion o r  the f r e e - s u r f a c e  motion, 
o r  both, Winslow's method i s  l e s s  c e r t a in  than the "machine t rans format ion"  
p r o g r a m  employing well-known finite -difference ru les .  Hence, the l a t t e r  was 
modified. I t  yielded good r e su l t s  f o r  the t e s t  c a se  of a rectangle  of depth- 
width ra t io ,  2 (Table  IV). The re  i s  a sma l l  f i r s t  eigenvalue l e s s  than l o m 3  o r  
much sma l l e r ,  depending on the relaxation fac tor  o r  the convergence c r i t e r ion .  
I t  cor responds  to a r igid body mode (X = 0) and there fore  can be ignored.  
TABLE IV. FREQUENCY PARAMETER 
CaseIMode  No. 
11 X 6 m e s h  
21 X 11 m e s h  3.049 5.676 
Exac t  3. 1416 6 .  2832 
Relaxation P rocedu re  
The d i r ec t  and r e v e r s e  S .  0. R .  (success ive  over - re laxa t ion)  p rocedure  
in Refe rence  8 was  used,  I-Iowever, i n  generating the inverse  influence coeffi- 
cients an  opt imum value of w the over-re laxat ion factor ,  appea r s  to ex i s t  but R ' 
reduces  to the neighborhood of unity when the angle of t i l t  i s  i nc r ea sed .  
F u r t h e r m o r e ,  l a r g e r  values of ;i-rR m a y  lead to rapid  divergence;  hence, f o r  
s impl ic i ty ,  UR = 1 i s  suggested f o r  p rac t i ca l  use  and converges  much f a s t e r  
than Winslow's optimization f o r m u l a  which i s  s t r i c t ly  valid f o r  block t r i a -  
diagonal  m a t r i c e s  with corresponding block relaxation p rocedu re s .  However,  
a " t r i a l - and -e r ro r "  p rocedure  to s eek  and use  the opt imum value m a y  be 
incorpora ted  in a ref ined p rog ram.  
Example  
An example  of a cyl indr ical  she l l  with two hemi-e l l ipsoidal  bulkheads 
was  cons idered .  * 
Values of the f i r s t  na tu ra l  f requency  p a r a m e t e r  f o r  a "half -full1'  and a 
"bottom-full" tank a t  s eve r a l  values  of angle of t i l t ,  8 ,  a r e  shown in F igu re  18. 
The values re la t ive  to  z e r o  t i l t  a r e  shown in F igu re  19. 
I t  i s  noted that  var ia t ion in  the t h i rd  significant f igure  of the location of 
the f r e e - s u r f a c e  point in  some  c a s e s  indicated a change of na tu r a l  f requency in 
the fou r th  significant  f igure ,  while 1070 e r r o r  a t  a point n e a r  the c o r n e r  can  
cause  a s  much  a s  about 3070 e r r o r .  Since the p r o c e s s  of determining su r f ace  
boundary points has  not been computer ized,  i t  i s  subject  to human e r r o r .  
F u r t h e r ,  the m e s h  i s  re la t ively  c o a r s e ;  thus,  some  i r r e g u l a r  points m a y  s t i l l  
ex i s t .  F o r  ins tance ,  the re la t ive  f i r s t  na tu ra l  f requency p a r a m e t e r  f o r  the  
half-full  c a s e  a t  40" t i l t  may  be a l i t t le  too high. Improvements ,  if  needed,  
can be made  in  pr inciple .  
As  a n  appropr ia te  compar i son  of a c i r cu l a r  cyl indr ical  tank ( re f .  9 ) t  
of l a r g e  depth [ A1(8 = 30" ) / A 1  ( 8  = 0" )] = 0 .  674, while that  of the half-full two- 
dimensional  e l l ipsoidal  bottom tank i s  0 .  699; thus, the l a t t e r  appea r s  to yield 
a good e s t ima t e .  
Conclusions 
An a d  hoc compute r  p r o g r a m  h a s  been successful ly  completed f o r  t he  
calculat ion of the  sloshing f requencies  of a general ,  two-dimensional  tank t o  
show the  effect  of t i l t ing on the f i r s t  s loshing mode of a two-dimensional  tank 
a s  a n  approximat ion t o  a t i l ted  th ree -d imens iona l  tank with a f la t  mean  f r e e  
su r face .  More  calculat ions within *90°  t i l t  and compar i s  on with exper iments  
a r e  needed t o  show the  gene ra l  usefulness  of th is  o r  an  improved  p rog ram.  
::This was suggested by D r s .  F, T.  Dodge and D,  13, Kana, 
?This  paper  was  published a f te r  completion of the p r e sen t  work and is  cal led 
to the w r i t e r ' s  at tention by D r .  F. T. Dodge, 
, 
FIGURE 18. --VARIATION O F  F I R S T  NATURAL F R E Q U E N C Y  
P A R A M E T E R  WITH ANGLE O F  TWIST 
A, 
h , ( e  = 0 ° 1  
0 "HALFFULL" 
0 " BOTTOM FULL" 
e ,  degree of tilt 
3053 
F I G U R E  19. - -VARIATION O F  R E L A T I V E  FREQUENCY 
P A R A M E T E R  WITH ANGLE O F  T I L T  
The effect on o ther  modes  in  a three-dimensional .  tank, say, t r a n s v e r s e  
t o  the  t i l ted  plane, r e q u i r e s  a th ree -d imens iona l  p r o g r a m  which can  probably  
be achieved by the  method of machine  trailsfoi-mation. A prac t i ca l  m a t r i x  
invers ion  m a y  become pre fe rab le  t o  the  i n v e r s e  influence coefficient method.  
It i s  expected tha t  a n  o r d e r  of magnitude l a r g e r  machine  t i m e  is r equ i r ed  f o r  
good accuracy .  
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APPENDIX 
A Computer P r o g r a m  for  Sloshing in a General, 
Two-Dimensional Tank 
By W. H. Chu 
Introduction 
This i s  an ad hoc program to obtain the natural  frequencies and mode 
shapes of a general, two-dimensional tank. A description of the basic principle 
has  been given in  the text. Since a simple parallelogram i s  used in the t r a n s -  
formed plane, i t  i s  best suited for ,  but not s t r ic t ly  l imited to, a smooth 
convex tank. A modified t ransformed domain may  be required in some cases .  
Input SLOSH2D 
1st ca rd  - (12A6) 72 columns of alphanumeric identification 







E PS - 
RLGTH = 
THETAD = 
number of points along each side 
number of points along top o r  bottom 
maximum number of i terations 
r e s t a r t  number 
relaxation factor for linear approximations (mesh)  
initial relaxation factor for nonlinear solution (mesh  
and coefficients) 
convergence factor for  m e s h  
reference length (normalizing factor ) 
counterclockwise t i l t  of flat f r e e  surface in degrees 
1st  se t  of cards  - (8E10.0) X ( l ,  J ) ,  Y(1, J )  J = 1 , .  . . , N 
Coordinates for top boundary 
2nd se t  of ca rds  - (8E 10.0) X(1, N), Y(1, N) I = 2, . . . , M -  1 
Coordinates for  right boundary 
3rd set  of ca rds  - (8E 10.0)  X(M, J) ,  Y(M, J )  J = 1 , .  . . , N 
Coordinates for  bottom boundary 
4th set of c a r d s  - (8E 10, 0 )  X(I, l ) ,  Y( I ,  I )  I =- 2, . . . , M - I  
Coord ina tes  f o r  le f t  boundary  
5th se t  of cards - (8E 10. 0) A, B, 6 ,  D, E ,  F (single card):: 
Coefficients of general elliptic equation 
6th se t  of cards - (8E i O , O )  ALPHA (1, J )  I = 1, 3 ;  J = 1, 4 (4 ca rds )  
Three  coefficients for  boundary equation for each of four s ides  
(J = 1, 2, 3, 4 a r e  the top, right, bottom and left boundary in 
the t ransformed plane); a l l  ALPHA (I, J )  = 0 calculates coefficients 
(switch = 0). 
Directional Cosines 
Directional cosinet of the outer normal,  a1 and (I = 1, 2) with 
respec t  to  x and y axis in  the physical plane - - - program can be modified 
to calculate the average directional cosine of outer normal  a t  each node by 
assuming each segment in the physical plane to be a s t raight  line. At present ,  
the program requires  replacement of ALPHA (1, J) ,  ALPHA (2,  J )  in the branch 
switch = 0 by appropriate analytic expressions through the use  of subroutine 
ALFA see  the t e s t s  if (Switch N. E. 0. ) GO TO . . . . Only for  quadri la teral  
contours one may  use  the input ALPHA (I, J), I = 1, 2 and ignore the replace-  
ment,  while ALPHA (3,  J )  i s  always zero  in the present problem. At co rne r s  
in the transformed plane, directional cosines of both sides a r e  needed. Other-  
wise, read  al l  ALPHA (I, J )  = 0, I = 1, 2, 3, J = 1, 2, 3 ,4  to use  the branch 
switch = 0. 
Output SLOSH2D 
Most of the outputs a r e  self-explanatory. The main outputs a r e  the 
initial approximation to locations of the nodes in the physical plane, the final 
nonlinear approximation to these nodes, the influence coefficientst, and the 
2 eigenvalues, (wna/g, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ). (a = RLGTH) and eigenvectors. 
Other Remarks  
See text. 
Listing 
See following pages. 
'kFor liqu+id sloshing A = C ri: 1 ,  B = D = E = F -- 0 ,  
4- A L P H A  (I, J), 5 = I ,  2. 
"fts convergence o r  divergence indices a r e  printed every 10 iterations. 
BIMENSIOb Y ( 4 B ~ 2 S ) ~ Y ( 4 8 ~ 2 4 9 t t P I t I , E ~ % 2 ~  
DIMENSPOk C ~ 4 0 r 2 4 ~ B 0 ~ P W P ~ 4 O ~ 2 r ( ~ ~ b ~ P ~ b I ~ 1 4 ~ ~ d ~ F ~ ( 4 Q ~ 4 ~  
QOMENSIOK P S X ( $ O ~ ~ ~ ) ~ F B A R P ( ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ I G B A R P ( ( B D O ~ ~ )  
BZYEYEiON ~ V d 2 ~ ~ ~ B ~ 2 4 ~ 2 B ~ p E V b i ~ 2 r % ~ 2 4 ~ ~ E V E ~ ~ 2 4 ~ 2 l i B j ~ E V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
BIMENBIQq E I G V A L ( 2 4 ) , N V A L ( 2 4 )  
COMMON A E I R E I C E I D E ~ E E ~ S I N T I C O S T F ~ O ~ X ~ Y  
NUN86 
LUNrS 
C I F  GENERATES INFLUENCE COEFF, I C , N E , O  ,IF NOT I C r O  
e I F  ~ ~ V ~ ~ N F , C B % ~ P I , V N ~ ( ~ ) P M P I I C @ ~ I  OR I ( ; ,bT ,O 




WOE 0 1  
9 4  FORMIT  ( 1 2 ~ 6 )  
10 READ 94rrTtVLE 
!F(EOFr60)20,3Q 
20 STOP 
30 READ ~ ~ ~ M I N , ~ T A ~ ~ R S , W A ~ M ~ ~ E P S , R L G ~ M , T H E T A R  
9 5  FORMAT ( 4 1 5 , 5 E i 0 8 0 1  
P R I N T  ~ ~ ~ X T I T L O , M , N , I T A ~ W A ~ W B P E P S ~ Z R ~  
96 FO R M B T  ( 2 B Y l t R l A N O U L A R  MESH G E N E R A T O R / r l X , $ 2 A 6 / t  
P t 7 M  LOGICAL ME3H IS r I S t 3 H  X r 1 5 / , 3 2 W  MAXlMUM NUMBER OF I T E R A T I O N S  
2 I S t I S / , B O w  AEbAXAVldN FOR L I N E A R  APPROXIMATI8N I S  r F 9 , 3 / r  
393H I N f T I A L  RELAXATION FACTOR FOR NQNIINEAR SOCUTION IS r F 1 , 3 / ,  
428M EPSILON POR CONVERGENCE IS r E $ O 1 5 / e 1 9 H  RESTAaT IS MUMBLR r15/1 
Y M i ~ h i - l  
M M P r M b l  
I F  ( I R S  t E Q ,  0 1  00 TB 3003 
GO TO (3801,1061,3DQB),IRS 
3003 CONTlqUE 
REAO ~ Q O I ( X ( $ ~ J > ~ Y ( B I J ) ~ J S I I N )  
READ ab0r(X(!tNlrY(ftN?rI=21MIMf) 
READ 2 0 O r ( ~ ( M , J ) r Y ( M r J ) r J ~ 1 ~ 1 V l  
READ Z Q O I ~ X ( I ~ ~ ) ~ Y I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ M I M I )  
200 FORMAT (BEiDeO) 
DO 93 d @ l ~ t \ f  
X ( l r J ) @ X ( % , J ) / R L C P H  
V ( L ~ J ) @ Y ( % ~ J ) / A L G T W  
X ( M , J ) ~ X ( M , J ) / R L ~ T H  
93  Y ( M I J ) ~ Y ( M ~ ~ ) ~ R L G P M  
60 92 l a 2 a R M l  
X ( l r M ) @ x t I ' N l / R & C T H  
Y ( I P N ) ~ Y ( % ~ N ) / R L C P W  
X(lrlI@~(lril/RbCTM 
9 2  Y ( I , I ) ~ v I X , ~ ) / R L C P M  
C !MTERPB&&TE FROM BBUNBdRlED 7'0 GET FIRST GUESS 
40 100 ~ 2 2 c N M i  
80  186 I Z ~ ~ M M P  
x ( I P J ) ~ x ( ~ ~ J ~ ~ ) + X ~ I ~ I I ~ ~ ~ X ~ X ~ ~ , P ~ * & ~  
Y ( ~ ~ J ) ~ v ~ % ~ $ = J ) * Y ( I ~ ~ I ~ ! - V ( I ~ ~ + J ~ ~ ~  
i o e  eokurNue 
PRINT SODO,TIM 
5800 F O R M A T [ o d T f M B  + , E 1 6 ~ 7 / )  
DO 103 M B S r e l t  I T A  
S X = O , D  
K 1 TrPOS? 
S Y = O t O  
S R X = I I ,  0 
SRY =O, D 
I O I R B = J E S ! R  
DO 162 ~ ~ 2 , M 9 1  
1001 I=M M l n # * 2  
J=NFii-La2 
GO TO 1003 
1 9 0 2  I = K  
J=L 
isoa C O N T I N U E  
~ T E M P ~ ( X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ) + X ( I + ~ , J * ~ ~ ~ X ~ I ~ J ~ ~ ~ + X ~ I I J * ~ ) ~ X ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ I + X ~ I + ~ * J ~  
1 )/680 
~ ~ ~ ~ P = ( y ( ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ I ~ l ~ j * r i , ~ + Y ~ f ~ d ~ l ~ + ~ t ~ ~ d + i ) + Y ( 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + Y ~ i + ~ ~ ~ )  
1 )/6,Q 
WX~(X( I~J)*XP%MP)eWA 
R Y ' ( Y ( I r J ) s Y T E M P l * W A  
X ( I t J ) ~ X ( f r J ) - R X  
Y ( ! ~ J ) ~ Y [ I , J ) ~ R Y  
S X g S X * X ( I r J ) # * 2  
S Y s S Y + Y (  11J ) * *2  
SRXsSAX*RXa"Z  
S R Y e 8 R Y c R Y a a 2  
182 CONTINUE 
I F  (MQST=~O@(MOST[ZB)) L822r102181022 
I Q 2 1  WRITE  tgUN) ( ( X ( ~ I J ) r Y ( I ~ J ) r l ~ l ~ M l ~ J ~ l t N l  
REW %21D KUN 
TRSsl, 
IF(MOSV rEQr 20) PRIQP 410rIW6 




I F  ( S R X  eLE*  EP8 ,AND, SWV BLEe EPS)  1 0 5 r f 0 3  
103 CBNPIYUE 
P R I N T  % B ~ ~ $ R X I S R V  4 9 
2 0 1  FORMQT(S1HIPROCEOS D I D  NOT CONVERGE FOR I N I T I A L  bPPROXOMA710N48 
$1BW EPSmX IS  rE&5,lri2W BP$*V I S  rEJStf//r4$H X AND Y VALUES &RE 
2 PRlNfEo @@LOW &I WOWS!) 
08 $ 0 4  l B i s E " 1  
i 0 4  P A I N T  2 0 2 r ( X ( f r J ~ ~ V ( i r J ) r J ~ r F ~ N l  
262 PQRMAT ( 8 E 3 5 g 7 )  
WRITE I K M N )  ( ( X ( % ~ J ) , Y ( % , J ) , ~ ~ ~ I M ) ~ J P ~ ~ N ~  
REWIND KUN 
! R S n %  
PRINT 418,IRS 
STOP 
105 PRXNT POS8KET 
203 FORMAT (SBHIPRBCESS CONVERGED FOR I N I T l A L  AQPRQXIMATION ON ITERATI 




QO to4 l@ l r M  
P R l N P  202r(X(lrJ)rY(IrJ),J=a1N) 
106 CONTINUE 
WRITE (KUN)  ( ( X ( I I J ) ~ Y ( X , J I ~ I = I ~ M ) ~ J ~ ~ I N )  




G O  TO iQ42  
C R E I T A R T  2 
$061 READ tLUW ( ( X ( I , J ) ~ Y ( X I J ) ~ I ~ ~ , M ) ~ J B ~ . ~ N )  
I , ( ( ( C ( ~ t d r K ) , I m l r M ) ~ J a i , N ) t K P 1 , 3 )  
WWITE(KU?4) ( ( X ( I r J ) t Y ( l r ~ ) c i . l ~ M ) s d ~ S t N )  
P ~ ~ ( ( C ( I ~ ~ ~ K ) ~ I ~ ~ , M ) , J O & ~ N ~ C K ~ ~ , I ~ ~  
2862 CONTINUE 





PR!NT 5 0 0 0 8 T I M  
DO 135 M B S T = S ~ I T A  
I B I R = m I D I R  
K I V = M d S P  
S R X r O ,  0 
3RYr0,O 
S X S O ,  U 
S V z B ,  Q 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A ~ t 2  e 42 
AebdRLGfY 
B ~ h / S B R t ( P * O )  
b $ ~ A @ * 2  
BgsBoa2 
S X N T @ $ I N ( T M E P A ~  
C O S T E C O $ (  THEf  A 1 
A E ~ C Q S T * ~ ~ / A ~ * ~ ~ N T @ * ~ # B ~  
sEeeosP~al4P~t2,DkB2=2,O~A21 
C E ? S ~ N T ~ ~ ~ ) A P * C Q S T @ * ~ ~ B ~  
B E ~ ~ , O @ H O * ~ ~ N T / B ~  




00 585 I * 1 , M  
QQ 5Q5 J q l r N  
FBBRP(~,J)BO,O 
$05 CONTINUE 
C INTERIOR POINTS 
DO 518 t f f P , M M i  
00 9iQ J a 2 r N P 1  
X X I m (  ( X ( l = l r J ) * 2 , 0 " X (  11J*il*X( I + % * J + 1 ) 3 + r ( X {  i = 1 # 4 m $ 1 + 2 $ 0 @ X (  ! t d m $ l  
i + X f I * b r J ) ) l / Q , D  
Y X B ~ ( ( Y ( ~ * ~ ~ J ) + % , B @ Y ( ~ ~ J + ~ ) * Y ~ I + ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ I * ~ ~ ~ * % ~ + ~ ~ Q * Y ~ ~ P J ~ ~ ~  
a + Y ( l * % , J ) ) ) P t , Q  
X E ~ A ~ ( ( X ( ~ ~ S ~ J * % ) + ~ ~ D ~ X ~ I ~ I ~ J ) + X ( ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ) * ~ X ( I ~ ~ ~ I ~ * ~ ~ O @ X ~ ~ * $ ~ J )  
i a x (  I * P , J + $ ) ) ) / B t O  
Y E P A ~ ( ~ ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ V ( ~ ~ % ~ J ~ * Y ~ I I ~ ~ S ~ , ~ ~ ~ ( Y ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ , ~ ~ Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~  
1, * Y I I + $ ~ $ * % ) ) ) / ~ ~ Q  
X ~ X ~ ~ X ( X I J ~ ~ ) ~ O ~ O ~ X ( Z ~ ~ ~ * X ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ )  
Y ~ X I ~ Y ~ I ~ J I ~ ~ * ~ , ~ @ Y ( ~ [ ~ J ) * Y ( X I J * % ~  
X X I E P A ~ ( ( X ( I ~ $ @ J ) * X ~ I ~ J + ~ ~ + X ( ! R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + X ( ! + % ~ ~ ) > - ( X ( ! - $ ~ ~ * % ~  
1 a ~ ( l + i ~ d + 1 ) + 2 ~ 0 @ X ( I r J ) ) ) a 1 9  
Y X ! ~ ~ A ~ ( ( Y ( ~ . ~ ~ ~ J ~ + Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ ~ Y ( ~ ~ J ~ & ~ + Y ( ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ( Y ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
1, + Y ~ ! + ~ ~ J + ~ ) * ~ ~ Q @ Y ( ~ c J ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~  
X 2 E f A % X ( l ~ l , d ) = 2 , 0 @ X ~ I e d ~ + X ( I + r l f i d )  
Y % E T ~ ~ Y ( I W $ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ F ~ ' Y ( I ~ ~ ) * Y ~ I * ~ ~ J )  
C ~ T X X I ~ Y E T ~ ~ X E T A @ Y X I  
X I X . Y E f a / C J  
X I V ~ s X E V b P C d  
E T A X s = Y X l / C J  
E P A Y ~ X Y I I C J  
C J X I ~ V E T A * K ~ X ~ + X X ~ @ Y ) I ! E T ~ ~ = Y X ~ @ X X ] : E P A ~ X E ~ ~ ~ Y ~ X ~  
C J E ~ ~ ~ Y ~ T A ~ X X ~ E T A ~ X X ~ ~ ~ Y ~ E T A ~ Y X I ~ ) X ~ E I " A ~ ~ ( E : T ~ ~ Y X I ~ T ~  
X I X X " ~ X I M ~ V X I E T A + E T ~ X * V ~ E P A ~ ~ S J = Y E ' P A @ ~ X ~ X * $ ~ X I * E T A X ~ C ~ E T A ) ~ C ~ @ Q ~  
X ! X Y ~ ( X ~ V * M W I E P A * E T A V R Y ~ E T ~ , ~ ~ C ~ J * " ~ " E T ~ % @ ~ X ~ Y @ ~ J X ~ + E T A Y @ C ~ E T A ) # C ~ * * ~  
E ~ B X X = ~ ( X ! X * M ~ X ~ + E T A X ~ Y X X E I A ~ ~ C J . C V X I Q ~ X J X ~ ~ ~ X ! + E T A X * C ~ E T A I ~ C J ~ @ ~  
E ~ A X V ~ - ( X I Y ~ Y ~ X ~ + E T S ~ Y * Y X I E " ~ " A ~ ~ C J . ~ . ? ~ " X ~ * ~ X ~ Y ~ ~ J X ~ + E T ~ Y ~ C ~ E T ~ ~ ~ C J * * ~  
~ B A R ~ G A P A * X I Y @ * ~ * C P P B * X I Y * X I X + C & P C ~ X ~ Y * ~ ~  
B ~ ~ R " ~ ~ * C A P A * X I X ~ ~ E ~ A X . ~ . C A P ~ * ~ X ~ " ~ " * P ? " ~ X C E ~ . $ ~ Y ~ X ~ X ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ A P ~ * X ~ Y @ E T A Y  
G B A R ~ C ~ P ~ * & T I X * ~ ~ * C B P & % ~ E P B X * E T & Y ~ P C A P ~ ~ ~ T ~ Y * * ~  
D ~ ~ R ~ ~ B ~ ~ ~ X ~ X X + C ~ P B ~ X ~ X V ~ C ~ P C Q X ~ X X . ) ~ C ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ G ~ ~ E ~ X ~ Y  
E B ~ R ~ C A P ~ @ E ~ B X X * C ~ P D @ E ~ " A X V - ~ A P C Q E T ~ X > ~ * C I % P D * E T ~ X * C A P E ~ ~ E T A Y  
FBARgClgPF 
C I  I ~ J , ~ ) J , S * B B ~ R * C B & R + ~ ~ B A W & ~ ~ * E B A R ~ ~ ~  

00 590 x ~ % ~ H M I  
X X I ~ ~ , S @ ( ~ , * X ( J , J ) * ( B B * ~ ( ~ I B J + ~ I ~ X ~ ~ ~ J + Z ~ I  
V X I ~ ~ ~ 5 ~ l 3 ~ ~ Y t I ~ J l * C t e ~ V ~ [ ~ J + 1 ~ - h Y f I ~ J * 2 ~ ~  
X E T B a o S * [ X $ I - l r d ) - X F I + $ ~ J 1 f  
V E T B B ~ ~ * ( V [ ~ * $ ~ ~ ) F V ~ I + ~ ~ J > I  
C j = x X I @ v E T a - x B T a @ v x g  
~ F ( S ~ [ T C H ~ N E ~ O )  CQ TO 945 
ALF~(IIJ,B,BPRALPMI) 
545 CONTINUE 
A L F ~ ~ ( A ~ P M A ( ~ ~ ~ ) ~ Y E T A * A ~ P W B ( ~ ~ B ) ~ X E P A ~ ~ C J  
A ~ F ~ ~ ( ~ A C P H A ( ~ ~ ~ ) @ Y X X + A L P I , H A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ X X I ~ ~ ~ J  




C( 1 rd,3)gQ,O 
C ( I I J , ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ P C P ~  
C( ! ,d,S)aOtO 
C(!,J,b)@-2,@AbFb 
C(!rJ,7)atS@BLFi 
C ( I ~ J , B ) ~ - ~ , ~ * A L F ~ + A L F ~  
550 CONTINUE 
C LOWER RIGHT COqNER 
X X I = . ~ * ( % , ~ X ~ ~ ~ N ) ~ ~ , ~ X ( F . ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~ * X ( M ~ N - ~ ) ~  
Y X ? C , S * ( S . ~ Y ~ M ~ N ) ~ I , @ Y ( M ~ N - ~ ) * Y ( M ~ N * ~ ) )  
X E V A J * ~ 5 @ ( 3 ~ * X [ M , N f * 4 ~ @ X ( M ~ l , N ) * X ( M * 2 ~ N ) )  
Y E P A ~ ~ ~ S @ ( S , @ Y ( M , N ) ~ ~ ~ @ Y ( M ~ ~ C N ) + Y ( M I ~ ~ N ) ~  
CJJXXI@YFT~-XETA*YXI 
~ F ( S ~ ; T C ~ , Y E ~ O )  GO T Q  580  
CALL A L F A I W , ~ , ~ ~ B T I P L P W A )  
CALL ALFA(Yrw,3rBT#ALPWA) 
580 CONTINUE 
A ~ F ~ ~ Y E T A * ( A ~ P M A ( ~ ~ ~ ) + ~ ~ P W A ( ~ ~ ~ ) ) / C J ~ X ~ T A ~ ( A L ~ ~ A ( ~ ~ ~ ) * A ~ P H A ( ~ ~ ~ ) )  
1 / C J  
A L F S = A b P W A ( 5 r 2 ) + A L P H P ( 3 ~ J ~  
PLF4(N,3)=0eQ 
C ( M , d , 1 ) ~ * 2 , @ A b F 2  
C ( M , b r 2 ) = O , U  
C ( M 1 Q p 3 ) 9 2 , @ 4 b F l  
C ( M I ~ J ~ ~ ) ~ * S ~ A L F ~  
C ( M , R ~ ~ ) E O ~ D  
C ( M , h r ~ ) ~ ~ , S ~ d L F 1  
C ( M , M , 7 ) m D , O  
C ( M I ~ , W ) ~ ~ , ~ * ( ~ L F ~ ~ A ~ F Z I + A L ~ ~  
C LDWEP LEFT CORNER 
X X 1 ~ = e 3 0 ( S , ~ X ( M , l ) * 4 8 s X t f v i ~ 2 ~ + X ( M , 5 ) )  
Y X ~ S - , S * [ ~ , * Y ( M ~ ~ ) - ~ ~ * Y ~ M , ; Z ) + Y ~ ~ " ~ I ~ ~ >  
X E T A = * P S Q ( ~ ~ * X ( M ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ * X ( ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q X ~ F ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ )  
Y E T ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ ( $ , @ Y ( M P ~ ) * ~ ~ @ Y ( M ~ ~ ~ % I + Y ( M * ~ ~ ~ > !  
c J ~ x x a a v E P a = x E f a ~ v x %  
I F ( S U I T C W ~ ~ ; ~ , D I  eo  ro 590 
CALL A L F B ( ~ ~ ~ P P ~ $ B T ~ A L P W A I  
CALL ALFA(Ystr4pBPtALPH4) 
590 CONTINUE 
~ L P $ ~ Y E T A * ( A ~ P H A ( ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ I , P H A ~ I ~ C ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ - X E T & ~ ~ ~ L P ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + A ~ P H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
1 BCJ 
A L F 3 ~ A b P W A ( 3 r S ) + A b P H A ~ 3 ~ 4 1  
A L F ~ ( M I ~ ) S B , O  
C ~ M I ~ F ~ ) ~ ~ ~ , @ A L F ~  
C C M , ~ ~ ~ ) ~ O , O  
C ( W r l r 3 ) z a 5 * B L F i  
C(M#hr4)2,5*ALF2 
e(M,l,5>=Q,O 
C(Mt f t 6 ) = * 2 t * A L F 1  
C ( N a $ r 7 ) = O , O  
C ( M l i , 8 ) = n l , 5 * ( ~ L ~ P + A I P 2 1 + A b ~ 3  
C UPPER BOUWDAWY 
I = P  
I C Q U h T a O  
IF(IC,EQ.OI GO TO 512 
A L P H Q [ I I , J J ) ~ O , O  
2902  CONPIYUE 
SWITCH=Cf tQ  
DO 2005 1 C O U k T s l r ~  
512 CONTINUE 
DO 520 J=2,hJp1 
X X ! = I S @ ( X ( I I J + ~ ) ~ X ( I I J ~ ~ ) ~  
Y X I = ~ % * ( Y ( ! , J + S ) ~ Y ( I I J ~ ~ ~ )  
X E T A = . ~ @ ( ~ , @ X ( I ~ J ) * ~ , ~ X ( I + ~ ~ J ) ~ X ( I * ~ , J ) )  
Y E T A = * ~ * ( ~ , ~ Y ( J I J ) * ~ ~ ~ Y ( I ~ ~ ~ J ) + Y ( I + ~ , J ) )  
C J = X X I ~ Y F T B - X E Y A * Y X X  
I F ( S ~ J I P C % , ~ Q E , O ~ )  G O  T O  515 
A L P H B ( S , l ) ~ l t B  
5 1 5  COvTIN lJE  
A L F ~ ~ ( A ~ P Y ~ ( S ~ ~ ~ @ Y E P A = B L P H A ( ~ , ~ ) ~ X E T A ) ~ C J  
A L F ~ = [ - A L P H A ( ~ ~ I ) * Y X I + A L P H A ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ X X I ~ / C J  
A ~ F 3 3 8 L ~ W A l 3 r l )  
A L F 4 ( J t L ) = Q a O  
C( I , J , ~ ) = I S + ) Q L F I  
C ( I , J , 4 ) = 2 , * 4 L F 2  
C ( l r J , S l = Q , O  
C(!,Jrb)g-,5@ACFi 
C ( I ~ d ~ 7 1 3 ~ ~ 5 ~ A L F 2  
C ( I P J ~ S ) = $ , S @ A L F ~ + A L F ~  
520 CONTIYUE 
C UPPER LEFT CORNER 
~ X I = ~ * ~ ~ t 3 , ~ ~ ( l o ~ ) ~ 4 , O ~ ~ i 1 2 ~ + ~ ( ~ , 3 ) )  
Y X l ' ~ 9 5 * t 3 , ~ Y ( I , i ) ~ 4 g @ ~ ( 1 . 1 2 ) + ~ ~ 1  r 5 ) )  
X E T B = ~ ~ ~ ( ~ , * X ( ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ I ~ . ) + X ~ ~ I ~ ) I  
Y E T B ~ ~ ~ ~ ( % ~ * Y ( I ~ ~ ) - ~ B * Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ' ~ / ~ S I I , I ~  
C J = X X I a Y E T A - Y E T A @ Y X I  
I F ( S ~ I T C M ~ U E I O I I  G O  70  968 
CALL A L F b ( l , % r l r B T @ A L P H h )  
CALL B L F Q ( ~ + ~ ~ ~ F B T ~ A L P H A !  
5 6 0  CONTINUE 
A L F ~ ~ Y ~ T A ~ ~ A ~ P ~ A ( P ~ ~ ) + A L P P I A ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ) ~ C ~ ~ X E T A ~ ~ A L P H A ( ~ ~ ~ ~ + A ~ P H A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
1 /CJ 
56 
~ L F ~ ~ ~ Y X I ~ ~ A ~ P H A ~ ~ ~ ~ . ? + B ~ L P H A ~ $ , ~ ~ ~ ~ I C J * X X ! @ ~ ~ L P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ + A & P H A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
2 /eJ 
A ~ C ~ ~ ~ L P M P ( ~ J ~ ) * A L P M A ~ ~ B ~ I  
A L F 4 ( i r l ) ~ O t B  
t F l l C ~ U ~ t o g Q t $ )  hgF4(frl)sft6 
C ( i b i , l ) ~ ~ , 9 @ 6 b F 2  
@ i f , i c 2 i a Q a O  
C ( $ , % , ~ ) S , S * P L F I  
C ( P I ~ , ~ ) Z ~ , * A L F ~  
C ( P t i t 5 ) 0 0 1 0  
C ( P t f , 6 ) ~ ~ 2 ~ * A h F l  
c ( i r i r 7 ) s a , o  
C ( 1 r 1 , B ) ~ ~ l ~ S ~ ( B L F % b l P L B 2 ~ * A & F 3  
C UPPER CORNER 
X X ~ = ~ S @ ( S I + X ~ ~ ~ N ) ~ ~ , @ X ~ ~ , N ~ ~ . ~ * X ( P ~ N ~ ~ ~ ~  
Y X I = ~ ~ @ ( ~ * * Y ( % ~ N ) ~ ~ ~ ~ Y ( L ~ N F - ~ ) + Y ( % C N R ~ I )  
X E T A P ~ ~ @ ( ~ , * X ( ~ ~ N ) ~ ~ ~ ~ X ( ~ ~ N ~ * X ( ~ , N I )  
Y E P A ~ . ~ @ ( ~ , * Y ( ~ ~ M ) ~ ~ I * Y ( ~ ~ N ) + Y ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~  
C J ~ X X I * Y E T A ~ X E T A ~ Y X I  
IF(SWJPCWIME.BI) 60 T0 570 
CALL A L F A ( S , ~ ~ ~ ~ B T I A L P H A )  
CALL ALFA( l rh ! ,2rBTtALPHA)  
5 7 0  CONTIYUE 
A ~ F ~ ~ Y E ~ A * { A ~ P ~ A ( ~ ~ ~ ~ + A L P H A ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ C J - X E T A ~ ~ A L P ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + A ~ P H A ( ~ ~ ~ ) )  
CALL S E e O N D ( T 1 M )  
PRIWT 5 0 8 0 , T I Y  
C SUCESSlvE O V E R = R E L A X A T I O N  T O  SOLVE FOR P H I  
bB (5130 1=l , .N i  
D O  6Ol l  J" i ,N 
P W J ( I t J ) ~ Q , O  
6 0 0  CONTINUE 
1F ( I C f N E t O )  PHI(lrICQUNT)'$eQ 
iJX=&tF 
W X g 1 , O  
KltPSPaO 
PRINT $200 
i 2 Q a  FORMAP(  o n  I f $ W A T 1 O h * ~ 1 O X l ~ E P S Q " , X ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ * S X * ~ 1 2 X t ~ S R X * ?  
D Q  800 Mnsr= i s ITa  
K I T = p B S I  
%RX'Q 0 0 
s x s o :  0 
PFtIC,NE,BI GO P O  615 
C UPPER LEFT' CORNER 
57 
P H I T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D S ~ ~ ~ ~ P H ! ( ~ ~ ~ ~ + C ~ ~ I ~ B ~ ~ ~ F ; ~ H ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P H ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ +  
I $ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ P H I ( L * ~ ) + A ~ , F ~ ~ L P ~ ~ ~ ~ C ( P ~ ~ B B ~  
W X ~ P ~ J ~ l r % l - P H & T  
P H % ( l e l ) ~ P H I ( L ~ b ) s R X a W X  
SWX=SRX+WX*@2 
S X ~ S X + P H I ( ~ ~ $ ) ~ ~ ~  
C1 UPPER BOUNDARY 
!=I. 
€70 6 % Q  J@2,NM1 
P H ! T ~ ( C ( ~ ~ J ~ ~ ) @ P H I ( I C J ~ ~ ~ + G ( I ~ J ~ ~ ~ @ P W ~ ~ I + ~ ~ J ~ + ~ ~ I ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ P H ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
i + C ( ~ P J ~ ~ ~ * P W I ( I * ~ ~ J ~ + A C F I ( J O ~ , ~ ~ # G ~ H I ~ C ~ ~  
R X " P M I ( I r d ) = P H ! P  
P H I ( I ~ J ) ~ P M I ( I I J ) = R X W  
S R X r S R X + W X * * 2  
SXr$X*PHI(Ir3)*@2 
610 CONTIYUE 
C UPPER RIGHT CORNER 
~ H I T ~ ( C ~ 1 ~ U ~ ~ ) ~ P Y ~ ( 3 ~ N ) f C ~ l ~ N ~ 3 ) ~ P H I ( 1 ~ N ~ l ) + ~ ( l ~ N ~ 4 ) ~ P H I ~ 2 ~ N ~  
I. +Ct1ttd,b)*PWI(lrN~2)~ALF4~1.,2))/C(1,&~8) 
R X F P ~ I ( ~ ~ N ) * P M I T  
P H I ( I , Q ) = P H I ( P ~ N ) E R X ~ W X  
S R X = S R X + R X a o 2  
S X = S X * S W I ( $ , ~ ) Q ~ 2  
615 CONTINUE 
C LEFT BOUQDARY 
no 630 1 n 2 , ~ ~ 1  
58 
PHI(MI$)sPWI(MP~)=RX*WX 
S R X z S R X + P X @ * Z  
% X ' S Y + P H ~  ( k $ f i  l ) " a 2  
C LOWER BBLJNRARY 
I zF.41 
DO 646  ds2rNM2 
P H ~ T ~ C C ( I : J ~ % ~ * P H ~ ( ~ ~ ~ I ~ ) ~ C : ~ J I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P C I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) + C ~ ~ ~ J ~ & ~ ~ P H I ~ ~ ~ J * ~ ~  
1 Q ~ ( I I J ~ S ) @ P W % ( ~ ~ ~ ~ J ) + A L F ~ ~ J O ~ ) ) / C ~ I R ~ C ~ )  




6 4 0  CONTINUE 
C L.OWER SIGHT CORNER 
P H I T ~ ( C ( ~ ~ N ~ l ~ @ P W I ( ~ ~ 1 ~ N ~ + C ( M ~ N ~ 3 ~ @ P M I ~ M t ~ ~ ~ ) + ~ ~ M ~ N ~ 4 ) @ P H ~ ( M ~ 2 ~ N ~  
1 + C ( ~ r N , 6 ) ~ P W I ( M t N ~ 2 ) s d L F 4 ( N 1 3 > ) / C ( M , N I B )  
R X ~ P Q I ( M I N ) W P M I P  
P H I ( M , N ) . P M I ( M I N ) W R X ~ W X  
$ R X = G R X + P X @ * 2  
1 2 1 8  FORMAT(Ilsr4El5e7) 
u I r i e = n  
s o 0  CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE BY ROW FROM RIGHT T O  LEFT A N D  BQTToW TO TOP 
C LOVER BOUNDARY 
1 = M  
DO 750 ~ r 2 ~ N M 1  
JsN+1-4  
P H ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ I J J I P ) ~ P W I ~ X ~ ~ , ~ J ~ + C ( ] I ~ J I ~ ) ~ P M I ( X ~ ~ ~ ~ ) + G ~ I ~ J ~ ~ ) ~ P M ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~  
1 + C ~ I I J P ~ ) @ P W I ( I * ~ ~ J ~ + ~ L F ~ ~ J I ~ ~ ) / ~ ; ~ I C J ~ B )  
RXsPkl6lrJ)mPWIT 
PWI(lsJ).P#l(%rd)*RX*MX 
750 C O M P I ~ V E  
e L O ~ E R  LEFT CORNER 
P M ~ ~ ~ ~ C ( ~ ~ ~ ~ % ~ * P ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ I $ , E + C ~ ~ . ~ B $ I ~ ~ ~ P W I ~ M ~ ~ ) + C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ H ~ ( ~ - ~ ~ ~ I  
1 * C ( ~ ~ I ~ O P * P W I ( M ~ ~ ) + ~ ~ F ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ $ ~ C { M B I I ~ I  
RX'PMIIYel)-PHlT 
B H I ( M P S ) ~ P d I I M r l l - R X @ ~ X  
DO 7 7 0  K"2rMwI 
1 z M * i - K  
59 
c RIGHT BOUNDARY 
J=N 
P W T ~ ~ ( C ~ ! ~ J ~ ~ ) * P W ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ + C ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ P H I ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P M ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ J )  
i + C ( E ~ J ~ ~ % @ P Y ~ ~ I ~ J ~ ~ ~ + A L F ~ B R ~ ~ ~ ~ B C ~ I P J ~ ~ ~  
RX@PHIfIrJ)-PYOT 
P H l ( l r J ) ~ P ~ I ( ~ t J ) ~ R X a W X  
g& I N T E R I O R  POlNPS 
90 7 6 0  L @ % r N M i  
J n h l + l ~ L  
FEabRaO O 
~ H ~ T ~ C ( ~ ~ J ~ B ) @ P W I I I ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ C ( I ~ ~ ~ ) ~ B H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ * P H I ~ I ~ J ~ ~ ~  
1 ~ C ~ I ~ d ~ 4 ~ ~ P H I ( I + 1 ~ J ) * e ( I ~ J ~ 9 ~ ~ ~ W I ( I + 2 r J + l ~ ~ C ~ I ~ J ~ 6 ~ @ P H l ~ I ~ ~ + ~ ~  
PHPT@(Pw!T+FBAS)/C(I~JIB) 
&BIRP(I,J)@FBAR 
R X ' P Y I ( I t J ) = P M I T  
P M I ( I , J ) ~ P H I ( I , J ) ~ A X @ N X  
7 6 0  CONTINUE 
C LEFT BOubIDnRY 
J@1 
P ~ ~ T ~ ( C ( I , J , I ) Q P M J ( I ~ ~ , J ) + C ( I ~ J , ~ ) Q P H ~ [ ~ I + I ~ J ) + ~ ( I ~ J ~ ~ ) ~ P ~ I ~ I ~ ~ + ~ )  
1 + C ( I , J I ~ ) @ P W I [ I , J + ~ ) + A L F ~ ~ ! , ~ ) ) # C ~ I I ~ ~ ~ )  
R X ~ P ~ I ( I I J ) ~ P M % T  
P M I ( I , J ) @ P M I ( f r J ) s R X * V X  
770 CONTINUE 
IF(ICeNEtO) SO TO 800 
C UPPER RIGHT CORNER 
P ~ ! T ~ ( C ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ P W ~ ( ~ , N ) ~ C ( ~ . ~ ~ J ~ ~ ) ~ P M I ( I ~ N ~ ~ ~ + C ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~ ) @ ~ ~ I ( ~ ~ N )  
1. * C ( ~ , ~ , ~ ) ~ P ~ I ~ I , N * ~ ) + A C F ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ) ) / C ( $ ~ N ~ B )  
R X E P H I ( ~ ~ N ) ~ P H ! T  
P H I ( ~ , N ) ~ P H I ( $ ~ N ) * R X ~ W X  
C UPPER BOLlhjSARY 
I = %  
D o  740 L C ~ , N M P  
JsN*1-b 
P ~ I ~ ~ ( C [ X ~ J ~ ~ ~ * P M I ( I ~ J ~ ~ ) + C ( I ~ J ~ ~ ) ~ P M I ( I ~ ~ ~ ~ ) + C ( I ~ J ~ ~ ) * P ~ ~ ( I ~ J + ~ )  
1 + C [ I ~ J ~ ~ ) * P M I ( € + ~ , J ) W ~ ( J ~ P ) ) / C ( I , J I B )  
R x ~ P M T ( I , J ) - P Y I T  
P M I [ ~ ~ J ) Q P Y I ( I I J ) ~ R X ~ W X  
780  CONTINUE 
9 9 0  CONTINUE 
PRINT I l l O r K I T ~ E P S G X ~ S X ~ S R X  
71g DO 720 I@I,N 
PRINT f i ~ O p ( B Y I ( l ~ d ) r J ~ l r N )  
7 2 0  CQNTINUE 
C * * & a & T I M I h n C  I N F O  
%ALL S E C B N D ( T X M I  
PRINT ~ B O O I T X M  
C8 PC! B $ O  
730 B R l N P  Ii2QeKIr 
PRINT I $ ~ D , E P S C X I S X ~ R X # W X  
es 200% JV, 
X X I ~ 1 5 * ( X ( ~ ~ J + I ) - ~ t t ~ J = l ~ l  
~ X I ~ ~ S ~ ( Y ~ I ~ J * % ) - Y ( I I J ~ ~ I I  
X E P A ~ , ~ ~ ( ~ , * X ( ! ~ J ) ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ + ~ P J ~ + X ( ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~  
Y E 7 A ~ , s ~ ~ 3 , * Y ( ~ p J ) ~ 4 ~ * Y k ~ + f ~ J 3 + ~ ( f + 2 p J b 1  
C ~ E X X ! & Y E T A - X E T A ~ Y X I  
ALFI=-XETb/CJ 
AbF2a X X K I C J  
P Y I X I ~ O 8 S @ ( P W I ( f r J + f ~ ~ P W 1 ( 1 ~ J ~ 9 . ~ )  
PHIETAS Q ~ ~ * ( ~ ~ @ P H I ( ~ ~ J ) ~ ~ ~ @ P M ~ ( ~ I J ) + P H I ~ ~ ~ ~ J ) )  
CV(J)zAbPB@PWIXI a AbF2 @ P H I E T A  
2 0 Q i  CONTINUE 
X X l " ~ P 5 @ ~ 3 ~ * X ~ i , l ~ ~ 4 O @ X ~ 1 ~ 2 ) * X ~ i 0 3 ~ )  
Y X 1 = ~ * 5 * ( 3 , @ Y ( i , 1 ) = 4 1 0 Y ( i , 2 I + Y ( l , 3 ~ )  
X E T A ~ , ~ + ( ~ ~ Q X ( ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ Q X { ~ I ~ ) * X ~ ~ I ~ ) )  
V E T A ~ t ? * ( 3 e a Y ( I , % ) ~ 4 , * Y ~ 2 ~ $ ) * Y ( 3 , 1 ) )  
C J J X X I ~ Y E ~ A ~ X E T A @ Y X ~  
J = I ~  
ALFls=XETA/Cd 
~ ~ 8 2 s  xxlied 
PW!XIe  * ~ ~ ~ * ( ~ , @ ~ W ! ( ~ F J ) * ~ ~ * P W I ~ ~ , J ) Q P M I ( ~ ~ J ) )  
PHIETA; O ~ S ~ ( ~ , * P M ! ( ~ ~ J ) * ~ ~ @ P M I ~ ~ ~ J ) * P M I ~ ~ ~ J ~ )  
C V ( J ) s B L F I @ P H t X I  + AbF2 &PHIETA 
X X ~ ~ ~ % * ( S ~ ~ X ( ~ ~ N ) ~ ~ ~ @ X ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~ , ~ Q X ~ % I N W ~ ) )  
Y X ( = * 5 * ( 3 , @ Y 1 9 r N ) ~ ~ , * Y ~ 1 1 N m 1 ~ + Y ( l t N a 2 1 1  
X E P A ~ , % a ( S , @ X ( l r N ) - 4 t * X ( 2 , N ) )  
Y E T B E ~ S * ~ ~ ~ @ Y ( ~ ~ N ) ~ ~ , * Y ( ~ ~ N ~ + Y ~ ~ ~ N ) )  
C ~ S X X I @ Y E T A - X E T A @ Y X I  
J = N  
ALFI " *XETA/C$ 
4LF28 X X T I C J  
pMIx1. C ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ P W T ( L P J ) ~ ~ * * P W I ( ~ , J ) * ~ P M I ( ~ ~ J ) )  
PMIETAc O ~ % ~ ~ ~ Q @ P H X ( ~ , J ) = ~ , @ P M I ~ ~ I J I * P C ~ ~ I I ~ * J ) )  
C V ( d ) x d L F f @ P W I X I  a ALF2 @PHIETA 
PQ 2 ~ 0 3  J=I,N 
F ( J r  ICOYhT)sCV( JI 
2003  CONTINUE 
00 1 X ~ l r 5  
ALBHA(IIrS)sP, 
2004 CBNTIWUE 
2885  CQNTIWUE 
00 2086 I P l r l t l  
D o  Z n 0 6  J m l r ~  
E Q A L ( I ~ J ) ~ F ( Z ~ J )  
2006  CONTINUE 
CALL E I C F W ( N ~ E V A L ~ E V I I E V E C I ~ D I ~ , ~ I P I N D I M I  
00  2008  I c f r k '  
N V B L  ( I ) = !  
E % G V A L ( I ) t  E V A b ( l r I 1  
2008 C O N $ % N U E  
DO 375 I ~ % , l . r  
4 s  %: 
$18 5 7 4  jgK,h 
I F  [EIGVAl($)9ElGVdb(J4) 3 7 4 , 3 7 4 , 3 3 3  
375 X T E M P P E I G V A L $ J I  
%E=Wt.AL(Jl 
E X C ~ A L ~ J I P E I G V B L ~ % )  
N V B L t J )  t b l V A L (  T ) 
E I G V I L I I ) ~ V T E M P  
h!vSLB g , = I  I 
3 7 4  CONTINUE 
3 7 5  FONTINME 
P R I N T  IOOelTlTLE 
466 FORMAT ( I H % r 9 2 Q 6 / )  
PRlNT 401, 
40% FORMAT (77W E I F E N v A b U E S  AND EICENVgCTQRS ASSOCiPTED WITH TNFLUENGE 
2 COEFFICIENT SOLUTIONS> 
00 5 7 6  1 ~ i r N  
PRINT 4 ~ 2 r l t E I O V A b ( l )  
40% FORMAT ( A H  MODE rI3,PIM EICENVALUE , E % J t @ )  
I(ghJVAb( 1 ) 
PRlMT 202rtEVEC(J,K),J@l,N) 
3 7 6  CONTINUE 
C A U X f L A R Y  EICENVECTORO BETERMINED 
6 0  TO LO 
I l O Q  F O R M B T ( 8 E 1 9 , 7 )  
iSi0 F Q R M A T ( @ l S 3 L U T I Q W  QID NOT CONVERGE FOR C O E F F I C I E N T S @ / ,  
1 @ AFTER @ t I g r *  1TERATIONb EPSCXl @ r E $ 5 , 7 ,  
2 S X P  @cE15*7re S R X q  aaEi5t7/1 
1120 F O R M A T ( * l C Q E F F I C l E N T  SOLUTION CONVERGED AFTER J P E R A T J O N @ ~ ~ S )  
1130 F O R M A T l ~ l J A C R B % A N ~ )  
l a d @  FORMAT[@ EPSCX m+tE15e7,* 8X 1 " , E $ 5 a 7 , *  R X  s*,El5r7, 
a 9 WX E@,E15,7!) 
i l b O  F O R M B P ( o O A L P k A I I , J ) @ )  
EN0 
SUBROUTINE A L F ~ ( ~ , J I K I B T ~ A C P W I )  
DIMERSIOM b L P H A ( 9 r 4 ) ~ X t 4 6 ~ 2 4 ) a Y t c " t 0 1 2 4 ~  
COMMON ~ E ~ B E , C E B D E I E E , % H N T I C O ~ T I B O I X ~ ~  
E I B ~ X I I , J ) @ $ I N ~ + Y ( I B ~ E Q ) C ~ S Y  
I F ( B T , E Q + * % , O )  G O  70 30 
% F ( E T A * G T I = H O I  60 T O  20 
1 0  A / P W A ( ~ ~ K ) S * C ~ $ T  






20 F X ~ ~ P ~ @ A % @ X ( I , J ) ~ B E @ V ( I ~ J ~ * D E  
F Y Q B E ~ X ( I ~ J ) + ~ ~ O @ C E @ Y ~ ~ I J ~ + E E  
R T @ S Q R ? ( F X @ @ 2 + F Y @ * 2 )  
A L P H A ( I , K ) ~ F X / R T  
ALPWA(%,K>YFY/RT 
A L P H B ( B , K ) ~ O , Q  
RPTURN 
30 ! p ( E T A + H O ) Z 0 1 1 0 t 1 0  
END 
SUBRDUTINE E ~ ~ E N ( ~ ~ B P T I I T I M A X I T D M O E C F N O O P ~ ~ N ~ Q P T ~ M D I ~ ~  6 3 
C SUWROUTIhlE FOR GEMERAPING THE EIGENVdLUES AND EXGENVEGPORS 
C OF A REAL G Y M M E T R I C  9R NBN-SyMMETRf C M A T R I X ,  
C THIS PRQGRAM GENERAPES THE EIGEMVbLUE MIPRIX(REAL 6R COMBbEXlr 
C AN0 AS OPTIQNSo THE EIGENVECfOR V9PRlX AND I T S  ENVERSED 
C THE CALL F O R  $HI9 8UBROUTXNE f 8  AS FBLLQWSP 
C CALL E J C E N  ~ N ~ B ~ ~ ~ : T ~ ~ A X ~ P ~ N D E C ~ N ~ Q P T ~ N ~ O P ~ J E ~ B I M ~  
C WHERE N I S  THE OAQgR OF THE M A T R I X  
6 B IS THE M A T R I X  WHOSE EIGENVILUES ARE DESIRED 
C 7 %  16 THE INVER8E OF $ME FIOENVECTOR Y A T R I X  
C 7 t S  ?ME EIGEWVECTOW M A T S f X  
C M A X I T  IS M d X  N O t  OP ITERATIONS FOR GENFRATING EICENVILUES 
C NbEC 1 S THE NUMBER OF TIMES RESULT IS R ~ F I N F D  
C bJlOPT IS 1 I F  OPTiBN = %  IS D & S ~ R E D I  OTHERWISE Q t  
C O P Y 1 O W  r i  PRBVXDES FOR GENERATING THE EICENVECTOR M A T R I X  INVERSE 
C N2OPT 1s i I F  OPTION ~2 IS DESIRED, OTHERWISE 0, 
c OPTION 7~ PROVIDES FOR GENERATING TnE E ~ C E W V E C T Q R  M A T R I X  
C NOIM !S DIMENSIONED N O I  OF ROWS OF VATRIX  ( B )  
C, THE O R O I N A L  M A T R I X  B XS LOST D U R X N G  THE COMPUTATIQNS A N D  I S  
C REPLACED BY THE EIGENVALUE M A T R I X ,  
DIMENSIOk R ( f ) , T I ( l ) r T t l )  
C I N I T I A L I Z E  COUNTER8 FOR NO, OF ITERATIONS AN0 YRIYS RkaUCrtONS 
rr=o 
NPIMEGPO 
A N O S M r O ,  e 
00 l i O @  I"B8Y 
00 1100 J B % , N  
I J F ( J * ~ ) @ N @ I M + ~  
1100 A N O R M ~ A N ~ R ~ + B ( ! J ) @ O ~  
ANORV=GQRTF(ANQRM) 
DO 1101 I @ $ r N  
PO 1101 J s h r N  
!Jn(d,l)#NnIM+I 
l l U 1  R(IJ).B(IJI/ANORM 
C FORM 1 o ~ w T t T Y  M A T R I X  I N  T I  L U C A T ~ O N  I F  OPTTOY $ I S  DE8 IRED 
1 0 0 8  IF(&BOPf)fbl0~b010rlOOi 
1001 00 i e a 3  I ~ L , N  
I 1  E (Iei)&NBIM+I 
00 1002 J B I t N  
I d  P (Jal)@NDIM+I 
1062 TI(IJ1 F 0, 
1803  P l l I I )  @ %,€I 
C FORM I O E M T ~ T Y  MItRlX I N  f LOCATION I F  BPTIQN 2 O E S ~ R E O  
1010 I F ( N Z O P T ) ~ R ~ Q ~ ~ ~ ~ Q I ~ B ~ ~  
% E l l  DO 1 6 1 3  I ~ % , N  
1 %  e (I=l)@NEIM*J 
00 LO12 d P S r N  
!J t t J ~ i l # N b I M * l  
1 0 1 2  T ( I J )  0 ,  
1013 ~ ( I J )  a i s n  
1 0 2 0  CbNf INLIE 
' I /R& lg ,QE*7  
' B " O ~ i 8 a C 3 E ~ 7  
96 h l Q = N = i  
SUMsbOeOE20 
9"3PAUzO 8 O 
ENSO e e) 
DO i XsiaNB, 
J O r I + I  
00 f , iaJdrN 
I J  (S*Z)oNDIM*I 
31 = (I-$)aNDIM+J 
1 TAU TdU+BIIJ9eaSQ@fJX)eo2 
D O  2 I @ i , N  
T I  ( I e i f c N b i M + I  






! T a . % T + l  
IF(MbXIT~IT)I%0,~20,%Q 
8 CONTINUE 
I F ~ N D E C ~ N 7 ~ M E S ~ l 2 0 t 1 2 0 ~ 9  
9 Y R a Y R I I O B @ Q  
YSsY$/1OBeB 
NP % MES'NT J 1*1E%+1 
I T @ ! T + l  
10 80 9 8  K a i , V O  
K K  s (K*1)*NOIM+K 
1(8tt(+i 
12 09 9 8  M P K O , N  
M M  1 (Mm1)#NB!MaM 
KM a ( M * 1 ) 9 N Q i M + K  
MK G ( K s a ) @ N n I M * M  
b ( = Q , r )  
G = b , Q  
H J q D e D  
12  80 2n fri,?: 
t 3  IF(I=K)14r24~14 
14 I F ( I m M > l 5 1 2 4 , i S  
25 I N  n ( K c a ) @ N D l ~ a l  
K I  e II-i)uNDIM*K 
1 M  s tV=I)@MDIM*I 
MI a (I*l)%NDIM+M 
R O  = B ( I K >  
f 6  BR = B ( K I )  
17 BQ n B ( I v )  
18 R S  s B ( r J J I )  
19 M ~ M + P R * B S - B B & B Q  
20 PEC=a0*86+BS@BS 
21 T E ~ ~ = R R @ S R ~ Q B ~ B Q  
22 GaC+TEP+TEH 
23 w d ~ H d = l ~ a + P E p  
24 PUG)hlVfr\lCIE 
23 M.1.2,Gaw 
b = B(RKl-B(MMi 
TEP z B ( 4 i " l l  
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